Formations simulating enemy installations for military manoeuvre training, live- re zone, the Negev
Latitude: 30°57&apos;14″N / Longitude: 34°39&apos;25″E // 13 November 2011
Fazal Sheikh, from the Desert Bloom series

There is not much there, or so one would think. But, like the rainwater that winds its way across the
region’s ridges and canyons to collect in basins and stream beds, it seems all of Israel’s history lters
down to the Negev.
-Alex Cocotas
Restore our fortunes, O Lord, like the watercourses of the Negeb. 1
-Psalm 126:4
ARCS 5106: The Fraught Landscape [Extreme Landscapes Studio]
Instructor: Professor Ozayr Saloojee
Studio Times: MWF 1:30-5:30
Option Studio 1A: ARCS5106: January 8th – February 14th, 2018
Location: Fishbowl Studio, Building 22

The Hebrew term for the Negev (“Ha Nagev”) is derived from the verbal root n-g-b, which, etymologically, refers to “wiping dry,” or
“drying out.” The Arabic term is Naqab – which translates as a mountain pass.
1
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PREAMBLE: THE FRAUGHT LANDSCAPE
The desert is implicated by things outside of itself. It is not its own ontology. It is in ected (and de ected)
by wind and by the movement of air - currents, directions, velocities, perceptibility. Other circumstances,
likewise, do the same - other forces and energies, other wills and drives: the inhabitants who live above
and below - in tunnels and colonies, in cities and camps, in outposts and settlements; the desert’s
temperatures - climates and atmospheres that heat and chill - the desert both blisters and freezes; water
- the liquids that falls from all-too-brief rains, the wadis that rush, unexpected and roaring through oncedry-watercourses, the oasis that brings, however eetingly, an instance of colour: the green of Pistacia
Atlantica, the Persian Turpentine, the Arabic ( بطمbutum), important in combating soil erosion, the purple
and mauve of Polygonum equisetiforme, or horsetail knoxweed,  ארכובית שבטבטיתand  أفراج،  باتوا، قضاب,
common to Golan and Galilee, to the Dead Sea Valley and the Negev, to Eilat and Aravah, and the
Pancratium sickenbergeri, with its sharp bladed white owers, whose seeds are distributed by
oodwaters in winter; the pink of Moricandia nitens, the bright, sudden yellow of Sternbergia clusiana
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A Fulani nomad with his cow in a Harmattan sandstorm, Agadez, Niger, December 19, 2006
Photograph by Florin Iorganda, Reuters

whose owers “emerge before the leaves and create an unforgettable spectacle in the harsh
environment.”2 “A wild ower,” writes the poet Mahmoud Darwish, “grows in your deserted corner.”3
What is the fraught landscape?
It is a terrain that has not settled. It has not reached that state: an equilibrium that gives comfort,
assurance, stability, surety. The fraught landscape exists as an unsettled terrain and as a result, it upends our knowledge of it. It up-ends our ways of knowing - our attempts to know it - precisely because it
exists in a state of fragments, of shifting particles, of windswept motes of sand. It is a landscape that
challenges knowing, that challenges certainty, that resists the empirical quali ers of the city and our
urban spaces. The fraught landscape is mercurial, more than a binary Janus, it is a place of many spirits
and many histories. It is a mirage and it is xity. It is spectral and it is real. The fraught landscape
frustrates and vexes. But it is precisely because of this inconstancy, this seemingly ckle non- xity that
the landscape is so enduring, alluring, so devastatingly beautiful that we cannot help but lose ourselves in
it, in its meanings and histories, in its vistas and politics, in its heat and in its coolness, its ghosts and its
desires. We are carried by this desert ood, ourselves distributed like seeds, human pancratium
sickenbergi, deposited across the length of this sandy ocean, always looking for grounding
In his book The English Patient, the Canadian writer Michael Ondaatje, describes the desert not through
its own landscape and landforms, but rather with another force that exists in parallel with it: wind. He
writes
There is a whirlwind in southern Morocco, the aajej, against which the fellahin defend
themselves with knives. There is the africo, which has at times reached into the city of
Rome. The alm, a fall wind out of Yugoslavia. The ari , also christened aref or ri ,
which scorches with numerous tongues. These are permanent winds that live in the
present tense.
There are other, less constant winds that change direction, that can knock down horse
and rider and realign themselves anticlockwise. The bist roz leaps into Afghanistan for
170 days–burying villages. There is the hot, dry ghibli from Tunis, which rolls and rolls
and produces a nervous condition. The haboob–a Sudan dust storm that dresses in
bright yellow walls a thousand metres high and is followed by rain. The harmattan,
which blows and eventually drowns itself into the Atlantic… Some winds that just sigh
towards the sky. Night dust storms that come with the cold. The khamsin, a dust in
Egypt from March to May, named after the Arabic word for ‘ fty,’ blooming for fty
days–the ninth plague of Egypt. The datoo out of Gibraltar, which carries fragrance…
…There are always millions of tons of dust in the air, just as there are millions of cubes
of air in the earth and more living esh in the soil (worms, beetles, underground
creatures) than there is grazing and existing on it… Dust storms in three shapes. The
Whirl. The Column. The Sheet. The in rst the horizon is lost. In the second you are
surrounded by “waltzing Ginns.” The third, the sheet, is “copper-tinted. Nature seems
to be on re.”4
The fraught landscape is organic. It is the body of animals on and under it. It is a terrain that blankets the
ground, and rises up in particles in the air. It is both form and formless. It is shape and shapeless. It is a
2

http://negevdesertbotanicalgarden.org.uk/ Accessed September 23rd, 2018.

Mahmoud Darwish. “If you Find Yourself Alone,” https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/if-you- nd-yourself-alone-2/ Accessed
September 23rd, 2018.
3

4

Michael Ondaatje. The English Patient. Toronto: Vintage Press, 1993, pp. 16-17.
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chameleon and a trickster that erases the horizon from our sight with elemental forces. It picks us up and
takes us elsewhere – into the air, into the past, into a future unknown, into memory. The fraught
landscape shifts beneath our feet, and it, as a result, shifts in our cartographic consciousness.
We sink into it, our footfalls dif cult, and when we look back, the traces of our paths have vanished. We
have to re-construct the history of our movements on this constantly displacing terrain. We use our maps,
our cartography, GPS coordinates, LIDAR scans. We use history and historiography, archaeology and faith;
the Map of Canaan, divided among the 12 Tribes of Israel was, for the Reverend Stackhouse, how God
helped “to shew Moses the compass of the land.”5 We use our compasses and our protractors, our laserlevels. We label. We name We erase. Villages appear and disappear, borders are drawn and re-drawn. We
check points on our maps and orient. Re-orient. What appears distant on the map feels near in space.
Geological time is compressed into an instant. The fraught landscape is a trickster that ips our sense of
position and positionality. Paul Bowles writes that
The desert landscape is always at its best in the half-light of dawn or dusk. The sense
of distance lacks: a ridge nearby can be a far-off mountain range, each small detail
can take on the importance of a major variant on the countryside’s repetitious theme.
The coming of day promises a change; it is only when the day had fully arrived that the
watcher suspects it is the same day returned once again–the same day he has been
living for a long time, over and over, still blindingly bright and untarnished by time.6
The fraught landscape is a loop of experience, unshackled by time’s passage.
Because it is un xed, because its baseline is always shifting, our measures of knowing this landscape
must, by necessity, accommodate this uidity. Our measures of knowing, must, by necessity be
speculative, and above-all, speculation armed with empathy, compassion and a radical empiricism of the
spatial, the historico-cultural and the geo-spatial. Our methods of knowing cannot be declarative,
precisely because emphatic assurances have no place in the fraught landscape; our anchors and footings
would disappear, our foundations would become ruins in in instant. Our registers and indices must take
into account the vectors of uncertainty, ambiguity, openness, looseness, lightness. These measures
cannot - must not - avoid the nature of this landscape as a place of agitation, a terrain attended by
uncertainty, by con ict, by tension. The fraught landscape cannot be understood by aestheticizing its
desert atmosphere, by fetishizing its beguiling and breathtaking landscape beauty over all else.
The fraught landscape is complex, its geo-politics the stuff of hopeless nightmares and hopeful idealisms,
of Sykes and Picot, of Herzl and Arafat, of Peres and Camp David, of embassies and intifadas, of
Abraham’s Well and Eretz Israel, or Palestine, of the Negev and the Naqab, of blooming deserts and
bedouin, of walls and temples. The fraught landscape is sought in instances both inside and outside of it.
Our methods - our agency - is in the design politic, recognizing that making the invisible visible is, as the
American writer Grace Paley observed, a political act.7 We took the fraught landscape and made a place of
it, not in it. We took the fraught landscape and sought the possibility of a possible, alternative twin in order
to act upon it (and with it) with the agency of a compassionate and speculative ction. Amitav Ghosh,
writes that “the great irreplaceable potentiality of ction is that it makes possible the imagining of
possibilities.”8 We are, for these fraught landscapes, interested in the making of possible worlds.
Thomas Stackhouse. A New History of the Holy Bible, from the Beginning of the World to the Establishment of Christianity: With
Answers to Most of the Converted Questions, Dissertations Upon the Most Remarkable Passages, and a Connection of Profane
History all Along. To Which are Added Notes, Explaining Dif cult Texts, Rectifying Mistranslations, and Reconciling Seeming
Contradictions. The Whole Illustrated with Proper Maps and Sculptures. London: Angel and Bible, 1742, p. 495.
5

6

Paul Bowles. The Sheltering Sky. NewYork: Ecco Press, p. 240.

7

Interview with Gracey Paley. Fresh Air, with Terry Gross. National Public Radio, 1985.

8

Amitav Ghosh. The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the Unthinkable. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016, p. 128.
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Salt from the Dead Sea
Photograph by O. Saloojee

INTRODUCTION
The desert, however dry, is never barren. The desert, however parched, is, in truth, always full: full with
its own desert biology, its own granular ecosystems, its own sedimentary ontologies and epistemologies.
In its essence, it is always in contrast with its popular perception – bleak, desolate, empty. The
philosopher Michael Marder observes
There is no desert. The desert is everywhere. We must nd a way to hold on to these
statements at the same time…Ultimately in purely geographical terms, the desert is
unde nable and, hence, inde nite, indeterminate, un-delimited. Although aridity may
be its key feature, oxygen starved “ocean deserts” are far from dry; despite pointing
towards the absence of life, the desert…is populated.9
If the desert has no clear identity as a noun, perhaps its meaning may be unpacked a little more when
considered as a verb. The etymology of the term “desert” goes back to the Latin deserere – “to abandon,
to leave, to forsake, give up.” The 14th century French from “deserter” adds responsibility and duty to the
term, and as a result, the term then will “undo or sever connection.” Marder again:
Instead the areas we relegate to the status of the deserts are abandoned by our
instrumental rationality, to which they appear useful. They are deserted to the extent
9

Michael Marder. “The Desert is a State of Mind Cast over the Earth.” In Cabinet 63. (New York: Cabinet), p. 52.
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that we no longer care for and about them, let alone about their autochthonous plants
and animals. Un t for the inhabitation of the very humans who’ve had a hand in their
spread, deserts seem to be areas of the world so vacant that they register as little
more than black holes on the radars of our concerns. That is why the beings living
there, too, are voided, rendered invisible, disregarded, forced to merge with nothing.10
BUILDING THE DESERT
The desert was perfect, then, as a model for the idea of Terra Nullius – a legal de nition of land popular
with the colonial view that rendered these landscapes as “nobody’s land.” A parallel theory (popular with
the British), the “empty land,” was a helpful construct deployed through the project of Empire that
justi ed the social, cultural and environmental terraforming of Empire’s outposts – in the East Indies, in
Africa, the New World and of course, the Middle East. Shimon Peres, a former Prime minister of Israel
and winner of the 1994 Nobel Peace prize said that “The country [Palestine] was mostly an empty desert,
with only a few islands of Arab settlement; and Israel's cultivable land today was indeed redeemed from
swamp and wilderness.”11 Likewise, Levi Eshkol, another former Prime Minister, noted that “It was only
after the Zionists "made the desert bloom" that "they [the Palestinians] became interested in taking it
from us."12
Before this invocation – of making the desert bloom by David Ben Gurion in the 1950s – Mussolini
described his fanteri rurale (“rural infantry”) through similar language. His intent was to turn the deserts
of Libya and Egypt into the “natural granary” of Italy,”13 terraforming the desert into a fertile supply zone.
The soldier/farmer would help transform the desert into a vital, green urbanism – complete with roads,
houses, farms and aqueducts. The Italian state public relations machines, as well as the popular press,
worked to emphasize and celebrate these desert landscapes in gloriously edenic terms.
The butter is always here in little rolls, the milk is fresh, the salad is crisp and slowly
we learn that cows have just arrived from Tripoli on a lorry, and that the salad
represents the victory of modernism over barbarity, the victory of the water taken from
the artesian well over millenary sands.14
Before Ben-Gurion, in 1901, Keren Kayemeth LeIsreal - the Jewish National fund - was initiated with its
call to “turn the Desert Green,” and later in 1948, David Ben-Gurion initiated the Nahal – a military/social
project that combined military service with the development of agricultural settlements. Today, the Israeli
Defense Force (IDF) has planned for a 10,000 person military training facility in the Negev. In 2005, the
JNF initiated “Blueprint Negev,” a development plan to add half a million people to the Negev, housing,
industry, including a planned arti cial desert river, swimming pools and golf courses. Be’er Sheva/Bi’ir alSab is being re-developed as a water city.
A once barren graveyard for junkyard cars is being transformed into a vibrant, 1,300acre water-front jewel in the Negev… Our vision for the once-troubled city of Be’er
Sheva is dynamic and exciting. Today, the city is in the midst of a renaissance as it
becomes Israel’s “water city” in the desert. The centerpiece of JNF's efforts in the city
is the development of the 1,300 acres Be'er Sheva River Park, a world-class $300
million urban revitalization initiative that has turned what was once a massive
junkyard into a lush greenway for pedestrians and bicyclist and, as importantly, a
10

Ibid.

11

Shimon Peres, David's Sling: The Arming of Israel (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1970), p. 249.

12

Levi lE'shkol, Jerusalem Post, February 17, 1969.

Steven Morewood. The British Defence of Egypt 1935-1940: Con ict and Crisis in the Eastern Mediterranean (Frank Cass:
London), 2005, p. 24.
13

14

Maria del Corso, “Gli alberghi della Libia,” in L’illustrazione Italiana. June 1940, p. 866.
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The desert requires transformation and so enlivening water wins out over this empty landscape. The
desert, however dry is never barren. It is full. And even in its apparent emptiness and its perceived
bleakness, there is something anticipatory, desiring, waiting. The desert is sacred, as David Jasper writes.
It is the purview of ascetics, of Abrahamic faith. Moses wandered in it, Christ was tempted by it,
Muhammad made his home within it. The desert is also fraught. Today, it is part of one of most uncertain
social, political, cultural and religious landscapes in the world.
THE DESERT
The Negev covers over half of Isreal/Palestine’s land area. It extends from the north, from the city of Be’er
Sheba/Bi’ir al-Sab (“The Capital of the Negev,” and a little over 100 kilometers south of Jerusalem). Be’er
Sheba/Bi’ir al-Sab was where Abraham and Isaac dug a well and concluded peace-treaties with
Abimelech of Gerar, to Eilat in the South, the Gulf of Aqabah and the Red Sea. It is, by and large, a rocky
desert, with low, orange-brown dusty mountains that are scarred by wadis – hard, dry watercourses that
ll, eetingly, with rain. It is, however, a multiple landscape. The north is more Mediterranean, with higher
rainfall and more fertile soil. The central desert has a much more impervious soil (a sand type known as
“loess,” formed by wind-blown silt-size sediment), with higher water run-off, creating loess formations,
vertical faces that form slabs and columns. They are porous and lightweight, yet curiously “cohesive when
dry.”16 The high plateau is characterized by salty, inferior sands, with extreme seasonal temperature
uctuations, and Eilat, on the Gulf of Aqabah, has minimal rainfall and hard soils.
These soils and their climates are an archeological palimpsest and the longue durée of this landscape
cannot be understated. Nomadic life in the Negev/Naqab is estimated to go back possibly as much as
7000 years (and more). The more urbanized histories of the desert include the Canaanites, the Nabateans,
Pharaonic Egypt. The Romans appear on the scene (as they always do). The Byzantines turn up, as do a
host of Islamic societies in the 8th to the 11th centuries. The Ottomans held sway for some time and left
their marks on the land until the establishment of the Sykes-Picot Agreement in 1916, the seminal
Balfour-Declaration and later, with the current backdrops to contemporary discourse about the future of
Israelis and Palestinians: the UN’s Partition Plan for Palestine, the Oslo Accords, the Palestinian Intifadas,
The BDS movement, President Trump’s declaration to shift the US Embassy to Jerusalem. The maps of
the desert, the maps of politicians, the landscape archive, the climatic map, the liquid map, the
developmental map – all these will form the basis of how we can begin to explore and theorize the desert.
STUDIO PREMISE + FORMAT
This studio will engage the desert of the Negev/Naqab rst as a plan (as understanding, environment,
architectural intervention and politics), then as a section, with sectional thinking forming the operative
and making strategies of the nal part of the studio exercise. You will explore the landscape of the desert
through the (perceived) experiential and programmatic opposites of sand and water and all of their
particular and unique connotations: silt, particle, dune, wetness, vapor, fullness, emptiness. The
formation (and formations) of the desert is paired with the formation and morphologies of water: windblown, wind-swept, inundated, drizzle, soak, dry, cracked, viscous, trickle, ood, muddy, river,
watercourse. The assumed dead desert is contrasted with the believed life of water. This is the thematic of
the studio. We will work in drawings and cast-models.
https://www.jnf.org/menu-2/our-work/community-building/community-building---our-blueprint-negev-strategy. Accessed,
January 31, 2017
15

16http://www.iihr.uiowa.edu/igs/loesshills/?doing_wp_cron=1514733984.94019389152526855

46875. Accessed January 31, 2017
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space for family celebrations and community festivals. Perhaps one of the most
stunning aspects of the River Walk project is Abraham’s Well, equally important to
Jews, Christians and Muslims. Here, Abraham is said to have dug a well and made a
pact with the Philistines. Today, visitors enter a multimedia- lled courtyard,
reconstructed with ancient drawings, that evoke the Be’er Sheva of more than 3,000
years ago.15

Part 1 (Week 1): Contextualizing
(A) You will begin by representing critical and focused research of and about the Negev/Naqab. What
interests you about this landscape? History? Landform? Climate? Geology? Geography? This
research becomes the basis – and the landscape - for the remainder of your studio. This research
also establishes your site – where you will be working for the rest of the studio module.
Irrespective of your focus and site, water MUST be a factor/ in some way, at whichever scale you
are exploring. Do consider the water based implications of your research choices and selection.
You may consider/situate/locate your maps at any point in time or history. This is not merely
representation or imaging, but the active transformation and interpretation of information into the
following deliverables:
1.

3 maps (printed on watercolour paper, standard size across the studio group at 18 x 24”). The rst
map is a site plan. For the remaining two maps, consider the nature of the map as a medium.
What does it communicate? What does it exclude or include? Does it have a frame? A legend? A
north arrow? Does it have surveyor marks? Notational devices such as latitude/longitude? Is
time referenced in the image? The scale – and content – of the map is uid and can change.
Recall that maps, as James Corner notes,
…present only one version of the earth’s surface, an eidetic ction constructed
from factual observation. As both analogue and abstraction, then, the surface of
the map functions as an operating table, a staging ground or a theater of
operations upon which the mapper collects, combines, connects, marks,
masks, relates…17

2.

Source documentation of your selected research focus for this studio: historical as well as
contemporary photographs, images and drawings. Organize these on 11 x 17 inch paper, with
source information as captions. Be sure to include as much historical information as you are able
to nd – and infrastructural water and desert imagery as is related and relevant to your selected
thematic focus.

Part 2 (Week 2): Charette: Archival Mash-ups
With your established site and documentary imagery, generate a series of 2 plan montages (printed on
watercolour paper - again, standard size across the studio), that mash-up, hybridize and combine your
site and documentation (#2 above), creating new, odd, strange landscapes as a result. These new
landscapes must include (in some way) the water related spatial infrastructure implicated in them (hence
your reserve from the rst part of the studio): Farm irrigation systems? Littoral transformations? Geotubes and pumps? Sewage treatment facilities? Pipes? Aqueducts? Bedouin Wells? Water-skins?
Watercourses? Riverbeds? Oases? Aquifers? Plantings? Cloud seedings? Landscape hydrologies?
Infrastructural run-off systems?
Be aware of the graphic language developed in your Part 1 maps. Transform, extend, expand, and use the
logic of those mappings to assist you in thinking through and making these new montages. These
montages should be at two different scales – but not so large that they become too vertical in their
planometric interpretations. Limit here (for now) your scales to landscape and surface.

James Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention,” in The Landscape Imagination: Collected Essays of
James Corner 1990-2010, ed. James Corner et al. (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2014), 199.
17
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‘The Evidence Room Architects Examine the Horrors of Auschwitz, New York Times, June 14, 2016
Photograph by G. Cipriano

Part 3 (Weeks 3 and 4): Landscape Tests
Select one of your 2 plan-montages and develop it as (physical)formwork for a series of landscape plaster
casts. You will need to think of and develop strategies to respond to the depths of your montaged
landscape terrain. You may need to work and re-work the image in Photoshop to help transform it
(lightness, darkness, opacity, contrast). You will need to develop novel and new ways of creating formwork.
Is it etched steel? Is it laser-cut plastic? Is it a vacuum-formed surface? What are the best materials to
use? You will have to test various plaster-casting strategies and should make – and test – a number of
different options to develop prototypes of your casts. Critically and sequentially document your working
and testing process with photographs and notes.
Each of the nal test casts should have the same dimensions as your maps and montages from Part 1 and
2, and each should have a corresponding single print (standard size) of the landscape.
On February 1st and 2nd (exact times TBD), we will have a masterclass and workshop with Dr. Anne
Bordeleau, Director of the University of Waterloo’s School of Architecture, and with Piper Bernbaum, a
designer and researcher who assisted with Robert Jan Van Pelt’s “Evidence Room” Project.
A registered architect in Quebec, Anne Bordeleau was awarded a PhD from the
Bartlett (University College London, UK) after receiving her professional degree and
Masters in the history and theory of architecture from McGill University (Montreal).
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She is an architect and historian with publications on the temporal dimensions of
casting, drawings, maps, buildings and architecture more generally. She has
published articles in numerous international journals and a monograph, Charles
Robert Cockerell, Architect in Time: Re ections Around Anachronistic
Drawings (Ashgate, 2014). She is one of four principals who worked on The Evidence
Room, an exhibition in the central pavilion of the 15th Venice Biennale in 2016,
and Architecture as Evidence (Canadian Centre of Architecture, 2016). Her research
interests include the epistemology of the architectural project, as well as the
historiographical and practical bearing of investigating the relations between
architecture and time. She is fundamentally interested in architecture as a cultural
act, a commitment that informs her research as much as her approach to education.
Part 4 (Weeks 5 and 6): Millenary Sands
Select and re ne one of your nal test casts; it will become the site for your proposed nal intervention in
a landscape - and this is important - OF the Negev/Naqab (not IN it). Synthesizing the theoretical premise
of the studio (the desert and water) with your site, you will propose a water-based architectural
intervention, at scale, and integrated with your site. Given your selected research focus and the
associated, connotative and denotative dimensions of the liquid infrastructural implications of water on
your desert site, propose, design and implement a critical architectural and spatial intervention on, in,
above and under (as required) for your site. Are you exploring a new aquifer landscape? A post-water
subterranean dessert future? A sudden climate change shift that requires new dams, urban
watercourses, urban oases? A new, multiple state solution? A Post-nation state urban reality tied to
rain? A modi cation to the Red-Med and Red-Dead canal system? A transformation of the Jordan River?
Of the Gulf of Aqabah? New liquid archaeologies? A new uranium mining reality? Final requirements:
•
•
•
•

1 Site Plan, 1 plan, 1 Critical Section (3 Sheets Minimum)
3 Sheets, Atmosphere Drawings (one dry, one muddy, one wet condition)
1 crafted Final landscape model cast with an integrated liquid-based intervention
Any in-process work as required.

COURSE AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. To engage the fraught landscape of the Negev/Naqab with a moral imagination and curiosity.
2. To develop and re ne critical skills in advanced representation (drawing, modeling, plaster)
3. To investigate, synthesize, and integrate historical and theoretical research into a critical position
on architecture, landscape, site and making; to do this through the visual culture of architecture,
text and discourse.
4. To establish a critical framework in which you, as a student, can develop engaged design/research
interests, in relation to the stated themes and problems of the Extreme Landscape studio.
5. To demonstrate the development and re nement of the above through iterative thinking, making,
testing and prototyping.
6. To impart and improve your research, design and critical thinking/making skills, through design
studio work.
7. To develop and re ne critical and conceptual spatial responses to the stated themes of the studio,
without fetishising or reductively simplifying the complex multiverse of this landscape.
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REQUIRED READINGS
PROJECT 1: Contextualizing
• Marq de Villiers. “The Middle East” in Water (Toronto, McClelland & Stewart), 2003, p.193-217.
• Edward Said, “Permission to Narrate,” in The Journal of Palestinian Studies, 13:3 (1984), 27-48
• James Corner. “The Agency of Mapping, Speculation, Critique and Invention,” in Mappings, Dennis
Cosgrove, ed. (New York: Reaktion, 1999), 213-252.
• Alex Cocotas. “My Land is Not your Land.” https://www.theawl.com/2016/03/my-land-is-not-your-land/
PROJECT 2: Archival Mash-Ups
• Karen Lutsky + Sean Burkholder “Curious Methods.” https://placesjournal.org/article/curiousmethods/
PROJECT 3: Landscape Tests
• Evidence Room Readings (TBD)
PROJECT 4: Millenary Sands
• Samer Alatout. “Bringing Abundance into Environmental Politics,” in Social Studies of Sciences, 3/93,
June 2009.
• Samer Alatout. “States of Scarcity: Water, Space and Identity Politics in Israel, 1948-49,” in Environment
and Planning D: Society and Space, Volume 28, 2006.
SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS (Selections, TBD):
• Fazal Sheikh, with Eyal Weizman. The Con ict Shoreline: Colonialism as Climate Change in the Negev
Desert (Germany: Steidl/Verlag), 2015.
• Fazal Sheikh. The Erasure Trilogy (Germay: Steidl/Verlag), 2015.
• Mark Zeitoun. Power and Water in the Middle East: The Hidden Politics of the Palestinian Isreali Water
Con ict (New York: IB Tauris), 2011.
• Tony Allan. The Middle East Water Question: Hydropolitics and the Global Economy (New York: IB
Tauris), 2002.
• Alan Mikhail. Water on Sand: Environmental Histories of the Middle East and North Africa (London”
Oxford University Press), 2002.
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTEXT
• Eyal Weizman. Hollow Land. (London: Verso Books), 2007.
• Phillip Misselwitz and Tim Rieniets. City of Collision: Jerusalem and the Principles of Con ict
Urbanism (Basel: Birkhauser), 2006.
• Ra Segal and Eyal Weizman: A Civilian Occupation: The Politics of Israeli Architecture. (Tel Aviv: Basel
Books), 2003.
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STUDIO SCHEDULE (Subject to Change)
01: Contextualizing
January 8th:

January 10th:
January 12th:

All M.Arch Studio meeting (Room TBD – likely 204)
Studio Introduction + Robert Boraks lecture (Room TBD – Likely 204 or Fishbowl)
+ Walkthrough of Gallery Exhibition
De Villiers, Corner, Cocotas + Said readings issued
Desk Crits
(Ozayr out of town)

02: Archival Mash-ups Charette
January 15th:
Contextualizing Review; Project 2: Archival Mash-ups begins.
Curious Methods Reading Issues
January 17th:
Desk Crits
January 19th:
2-5:30pm: Archival Mash-ups Presentation; Project 3: Landscape Tests begins.
Evidence Room, Alatout Readings issued
03: Landscape Tests
January 22nd:
January 24th:
January 26th:

Desk Crits/plaster work
_Forum Lecture: 50th Anniversary Panel (NGC – 6:30pm)
Desk Crits/plaster work
2-5:30pm: In-Progress Review

04: Landscape Tests, Continued
January 29th:
Desk Crits/Work Time
January 31st:
Desk Crits/Work Time
February 1st:
Evening discussion/Gallery talk with Dr. Bordeleau (time tbd)
February 2nd:
Dr. Anne Bordeleau Workshop/Lecture (time tbd)
Final casts + images submitted for grading
Project 4: Millenary Sands begins.
05: Millenary Sands
February 5th:
February 7th:
February 9th:

Desk Crits: Concept development + project proposal
_Forum Lecture: Sanjit Manku (NGC – 6:30pm)
in-Progress Review
Critical programming + intervention strategies
2-5:30pm: Desk Crits: Design Development

06: Millenary Sands, Continued
February 12th:
Final Production
_Open Forum: Martin Tite (Pit, 6pm)
February 14th:

Final Review

February 16th:

Digital copy-work due.

12 of 15

(Left): Soap from Nablus, Made since the 17th Century, courtesy of R. Awad; (Right): Sand from Ramallah, with a g
seed, courtesy of R. Abughannam
Photographs by O. Saloojee

EVALUATION AND GRADING
15% of Final Grade
- Part 1: Contextualizing:
6 drawing sheets (2 site plans, 4 maps, Negev site + historical documentation)
-

Part 2: Archival Mash-ups:
10% of Final Grade
2 drawing sheets (2 site-mash-up montages)

-

Part 3: Landscape Tests:
30 % of Final Grade
o Plaster cast prototypes, formwork tests and process documentation: 60% of this stage
o Final cast: 40% of this stage

-

Part 4: Millenary Sands:
Drawings and Final Model

-

Participation + Engagement:

35% of Final Grade
10% of Final Grade

fi
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Please refer to the Graduate Calendar for details on grading and regulations regarding grades for the
Graduate program. Grades will be assigned as A+ (90-100%), A (85-89%), A- (80-84%), B+ (77-79%), B
(73-76%), B- (70-72%), C+ (67-69%), C (63-66%), C- (60-62%), D+ (57-59%), D (53 56%), D- (50-52%), F
(0-49%) and ABS.
Each grade will be based upon a comparison (1) with other students in the course and/or (2) with students
who have previously taken the course and/or (3) with the Instructor’s expectations relative to the stated
objectives of the course, based on his/her experience and expertise.
______________________________________________________________________
ACADEMIC ACCOMMODATION
You may need special arrangements to meet your academic obligations during the term because of
disability, pregnancy or religious obligations. Please review the above course outline carefully. Should you
require special accommodation, please contact the course instructor during the rst two weeks of
classes. In cases where the need for accommodation develops during the term, please contact course
instructor promptly. Reviewing each request and arranging accommodations where necessary takes time:
your cooperation is appreciated. Please make sure to respect the above noti cation timelines, particularly
for in-class tests, mid-terms and nal exams, as well as any change in due dates for assignments. For
more detailed information on the University’s academic accommodation policies students may visit the
Equity Service website. http://carleton.ca/equity/accommodation
ACCESSIBILITY
Students with disabilities requiring academic accommodation in this course must register with the Paul
Menton Centre for Students with Disabilities (PMC) for a formal evaluation of disability related needs.
Documented disabilities could include but are not limited to mobility/physical impairments, speci c
Learning Disabilities (LD), psychiatric/psychological disabilities, sensory disabilities, Attention De cit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and chronic medical conditions. Registered PMC students are required to
contact the PMC, 613-520-6608, every term to ensure that course instructor receives your Letter of
Accommodation no later than two weeks before the date of rst assignment hand-in or in-class test. If
you only require accommodations for your formally scheduled exam(s) in this course, please submit your
request for accommodations to PMC by the deadlines published on the PMC website: http://
www2.carleton.ca/pmc/new-andcurrent-students/dates-and-deadlines/
STUDENT CONDUCT
Please refer to
http://calendar.carleton.ca/grad/gradregulations/administrationoftheregulations/#18 and
http://calendar.carleton.ca/grad/gradregulations/administrationoftheregulations/#19 for speci c
information regarding Student Conduct and Academic Integrity standards.
ATTENDANCE
Attendance during noted Studio hours is mandatory and an essential part of a student’s contract with the
School and their instructor. It is a student’s responsibility to be informed of decisions and announcements
made during these hours. More than 2 unaccounted-for absence from studio meetings, seminars, reviews
and desk critiques, may result in a failing grade whether or not assignments have been completed.
RETENTION OF WORK
The School requires that each student document their term’s work with high resolution scans of manual
drawings, photographs of models, and saved les of work produced digitally. The following will be
required at the end of the semester:
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•

A digital Folder containing jpg les of individual drawings or images (2.5MB/image @ 300 dpi) - i.e.
a separate JPG of each image on a composite panel or page.
Digital copies (PDFs) of all composite boards + Digital photographs of models and process work.

fi

•

All material should be on labelled (with your name) ash-drive “ARCS5106_Last name_2018_Saloojee.”
Please organize the drive with appropriate subfolders as required. This is due on Friday, February 16th,
2018, to the instructor mailbox in the front of ce. The School reserves the right to use the images for the
following: retrospective exhibitions of work, accreditation, publications and references for pedagogic
purposes. Original work is the property of the students, but the School retains the right to keep work of
merit for up to two years after the date of submission. The School will make every effort to preserve the
work in good condition, and will give authorship credit and take care of its proper use.
STEWARDSHIP
Architecture, urbanism and conservation are about stewardship, awareness, and thoughtful habitation.
Please exercise consideration for the physical and social environment around you while using the studios.
Respect custodial staff and their mandate to clean the building’s public spaces only (and not the studios).
Reduce, recycle, and reuse. Keep waste to a minimum, maintain shared material supplies and respect the
studio space, desks and shared facilities.
SECURITY AND SAFETY
For your health and safety and in keeping with the School’s commitment to environmental stewardship,
the School insists on responsible practices in the studio, including care and safety with tools, materials
and assembly. Use the assembly room as required and needed. Given the nature of our studio, we will be
using the plaster sink extensively. Please make every effort to ensure this area is well maintained,
cleaned and ready for use. We will not the be only students using these spaces and its imperative that we
exercise caution, common sense and fairness.
For additional information, refer to the Carleton Environmental Health and Safety website: http://
www.carleton.ca/ehs/

*This syllabus is subject to change.
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